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Streets of My Town is a dialogue driven adventure game that educates young
people about the local organisations and services that can support them with youth
issues.
Version one was released in March 2021 and was tested with 19 young people.
These are the results.

“I loved learning about how to
support young people who are going
through tough times. I would usually
find learning about this kinda stuff
very boring, but the game was
presented in such an amazing way
that I had fun playing it and learnt
loads of stuff! Amazing game!”
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ABOUT STREETS OF MY TOWN
‘Streets of My Town’ is a social impact game that educates young
people about the support services in their local community. Players
discover solutions to common youth issues and explore the benefits of
seeking help early.
Having played through these virtual situations, young people will be
more confident to reach out when needed. Since the game is
customized to each local area, the learning is immediately relatable
and applicable.

ABOUT V1
The focus for V1 was to achieve the outcomes of
educating young people about youth issues and the
local services that are available to help.
Music and sound were not included in this version.

ABOUT TESTING
Testing was done with young people local to the City of Monash and
on GameTester.gg; an online community dedicated to testing games.
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Nineteen young people tested and evaluated Version 1 of Streets of My Town.
Fifteen identified as male; four as female. All of them are aged between 11 and 18
years of age.

Did you enjoy playing Streets of My Town?
Loved it

21%

Liked it

42%

It was ok

26%

Didn't like it

Hated it

11%
0%

Comments
“Best parts of the game were the real-life connection it had through a game.”
“The art style of the game was good and had a nice feel to them. The writing got
straight to the point and wasn't a too long of a story to easily get bored of if the
game wasn't someone's type.”
“The phone set-up was a really nice way to centralise the tasks and have the map,
and it was introduced after a little intro time to the game.”
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Do you agree with the following statement?
The content was more engaging because it was delivered through a
game.
Strongly agree

42%

Agree
No opinion

47%
11%

Disagree
Strongly disagree

You have a better understanding of issues that face young people and
know better how to help young people that face these issues.
47%

Strongly agree

21%

Agree
No opinion

11%

Disagree

11%

Strongly disagree

Comments
“The information given by the game is important and relevant, and the info being
delivered through a quest style mission is engaging and makes the user want to
complete more.”
“I loved learning about how to support young people who are going through tough
times. I would usually find learning about this kinda stuff very boring, but the game
was presented in such an amazing way that I had fun playing it and learnt loads of
stuff! Amazing game!”
“Talking to the other people was great because you get to learn a lot about how
other people experience things and deal with things.”
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After playing the game, do you have a better understanding about the
organisations and the services they deliver?
Yes, I learned a lot! Most of these
organisations and services were new
to me.

42%
Yes. I already knew a few of these
organisations, but I still learned a lot
about what they do and how to get
help from them.

42%

Yes, I had heard of most of these
organisations, but I better
understand what they do now.

16%

Not really. I learned a bit, but already
knew most of this.

0%
No. I already knew about all these
organisations.

Comments
“It helped me realise how severe some domestic violence situations can get when
there's nothing that the victims can do to stop them, and the value of education
about services that can help, not just in terms of domestic violence, but all the
cases in the game.”
“How to approach different organisations and services - how to speak to them and
get info from them.”
“I enjoyed how different the characters’ lives were while also being able to connect
with one another without any judgement and be able to have fun. I feel there is a
lot of good representation as well.”
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How can we improve Streets of My Town?
“I think a very helpful thing would be to put a list of all services included in the game
at the end or in the pause screen + the details of where they are and a phone
number or email, because otherwise you have to play the game again to find the
name.
Perhaps add some instructions into the beginning in terms of how to interact with
the characters and especially how to move the screen, it took me a while to figure
that out.”
“Have voice-over for the talking, have some background music and/or sound effects
(other than school bell and phone notifications).
Could introduce writing a list of services and organisations in the phone, as well as
the four on the map.”
“In terms of improvement, I feel the moving mechanics could be improved as it is a
little confusing at first. I also feel the characters speech could be improved so they
sound more natural rather than forced, although I understand it was made to be
easily understood.”
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About the 11% (2 people) that didn’t enjoy the experience
Two young people reported that they didn’t really like the game. The same two
young people also disagreed with the statement that they have a better
understanding of issues that face young people and know better how to help young
people that face these issues.

Both experienced a game breaking bug making it impossible for them to finish the
game. This would have broken the game design and made it difficult to enjoy the
experience.
We have already identified this bug and resolved the issue.

Both also wanted music and sound in the game. This was not present in this first
version of the game. This was pointed out in the accompanying documentation. We
are working on sound, music and animations for our next version.

Their comments on how to improve the game were:
“Add music, more sound effects, better controls such as WASD for the camera,
better animations and higher quality assets.”
“Add music.”
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Testing and evaluating the first version of Streets of My Town shows that it’s
achieving its desired outcome.
Young people that play Streets of My Town have
-

an improved understanding of common youth issues,
a better understanding of local organisations that can help; and
know better how to help young people that face these issues.

The results are very promising; delivering mental health messages via an engaging,
tailored platform has resonated with young people.
The Institute of Games will continue development to resolve all bugs and
implement the improvements suggested by the testers.
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SITUATION THE PROJECT ADDRESSES

PROJECT AIM AND OBJECTIVES

TARGET COHORT AND SETTING

Young people experience mental health and related
issues in adolescence. They are however unaware
of the local services and programs that can support
them and experience barriers to accessing these
services due to unfamiliarity, stigma and
embarrassment.

Improve mental health and associated
wellbeing of young people by connecting
them to local supports and reducing
barriers of access using a custom designed
virtual learning environment

Cohort/s: Young people (12-15), teachers
and Youth Workers

Key Activities

Short-term
outcomes

Develop MyTown through co-design and
production of local virtual learning
environment.

Young people enjoy
MyTown

Teachers and Youth Workers refer young
people to MyTown

Young people improve
their mental health literacy

Young people engage with / play MyTown

Young people improve
their knowledge of help /
local supports available
and when to access them.

Key Outputs
# of young people who engage with
MyTown.
% of young people who complete MyTown.

Assumptions:
MyTown is a good experience for young people who find the platform engaging.
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Setting: Virtual

Medium-term
outcomes

Long-term
outcomes

Reduced stigma associated with
help seeking among young
people

Improved mental health
and associated wellbeing
among young people.

Young people begin to access
help services when they need it
Increased mental health
resilience among young people,
including help seeking
behaviours.

INSTITUTE OF GAMES
Instituteofgames.com
steven@instituteofgames.com
0400 882 378
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